Simulating thermal effects of MR-guided focused ultrasound in cortical bone and its surrounding tissue.
Magnetic resonance-guided focused ultrasound (MRgFUS) is emerging as a treatment alternative for osteoid osteoma and painful bone metastases. This study describes a new simulation platform that predicts the distribution of heat generated by MRgFUS when applied to bone tissue. Calculation of the temperature distribution was performed using two mathematical models. The first determined the propagation and absorption of acoustic energy through each medium, and this was performed using a multilayered approximation of the Rayleigh integral method. The ultrasound energy distribution derived from these equations could then be converted to heat energy, and the second mathematical model would then use the heat generated to determine the final temperature distribution using a finite-difference time-domain application of Pennes' bio-heat transfer equation. Anatomical surface geometry was generated using a modified version of a mesh-based semiautomatic segmentation algorithm, and both the acoustic and thermodynamic models were calculated using a parallelized algorithm running on a graphics processing unit (GPU) to greatly accelerate computation time. A series of seven porcine experiments were performed to validate the model, comparing simulated temperatures to MR thermometry and assessing spatial, temporal, and maximum temperature accuracy in the soft tissue. The parallelized algorithm performed acoustic and thermodynamic calculations on grids of over 108 voxels in under 30 s for a simulated 20 s of heating and 40 s of cooling, with a maximum time per calculated voxel of less than 0.3 μs. Accuracy was assessed by comparing the soft tissue thermometry to the simulation in the soft tissue adjacent to bone using four metrics. The maximum temperature difference between the simulation and thermometry in a region of interest around the bone was measured to be 5.43 ± 3.51°C average absolute difference and a percentage difference of 16.7%. The difference in heating location resulted in a total root-mean-square error of 4.21 ± 1.43 mm. The total size of the ablated tissue calculated from the thermal dose approximation in the simulation was, on average, 67.6% smaller than measured from the thermometry. The cooldown was much faster in the simulation, where it decreased by 14.22 ± 4.10°C more than the thermometry in 40 s after sonication ended. The use of a Rayleigh-based acoustic model combined with a discretized bio-heat transfer model provided a rapid three-dimensional calculation of the temperature distribution through bone and soft tissue during MRgFUS application, and the parallelized GPU algorithm provided the computational speed that would be necessary for an intraoperative treatment planning software platform.